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After we've tried Crane Zhiyun 2 we can only say one thing: amazing. Jion put the gold medal with that trimming. This stabilizer is designed for PRO and Mirrorless reflex cameras. Crane Zhiyun 2 precedes others and can withstand more weight than the competition and many other benefits. Without an extra day, we find out why it seems
to us to be one of the best options for any video enthusiast. Comments. Features from Crane Zhiyun 2 here are the features that make this gimbal one of the best stabilizers and also compatible with the best camera brands. Follow Focus: This is the main feature of Crane 2. This includes a real-time tracking focus wheel. This is caused by
the camera's wired connection. Also, Serous Follow Focus, Max is now included. 3.2 load charger: This means it can withstand cameras up to 3.2 each which includes all PRO reflex cameras. Zhiyun Optimal Operation recommends using cameras from 500gr. Increasing the possible load is due to Instune's algorithms that increase engine
torque by 50%. Noise is reduced by 20%: not only do engines have more power, but they also reduce the noise they make. Impressive.With parallel control of 3 MCU (32-bit/u) Crane's response speed 2 is improved by 100%. This allows you to respond to the slightest vibration of the hand. It features an intuitive OLED display that shows
us the connection status information, the remaining battery, and even the aperture, ISO, and shutter speed we use. Although it doesn't match all the cameras, there's no doubt it's CANON EOS compliant. It has speed control dialing to change camera settings with one hand. The standard MANFROTTO quick release panel allows you to
quickly assemble and disassemple the reflex to change your lenses. Balance adjustment is very fast with both guides worn by the stabilizer. Just slowly slide the camera through the guides and in less than a minute you'll have it balanced. The accessory kit includes an aluminum alloy tripod that will allow you to plant the crane 2 for
fantastic shots. His battery lasted up to 18 hours. He's way beyond his younger brother's 12 hours. With these 18 hours of battery life you can shoot at long high power and even charge your mobile if needed. The battery has 6000mA.Se can control crane stabilizer 2 from ZHIYUN M2 crane [official] handheld 3-axis Gimbal stabilizer
smartphone application all in one of the daily photo opportunities coverage: use a compact camera, mirrorless camera, camera...'design...'design'. Snap a unique pin and pin design to prevent the shaft from pitching. Remove,...--6: Pan Tracking(PF), Full Trace(F), Lock(L), Full Range POV,... Crane Stabilizer 2 has several advanced
tracking features. We explained them to you. Pan Tracking Mode (PF): This mode is used for precise scrolling scrolling. That's why the camera will only move horizontally and the other tosses will lock. Lock mode (L): This will make the camera always point in one direction. Even if we move the stabilizer, the camera points in the specified
direction and does not track the movements. Manual mode: Allows you to control your camera with the built-in joystick or through the app. Reverse mode: Videos can be made with the in reverse of the trimble. This allows you to take the shots to get in and continue with the placed camera. Thus, the camera must be placed in the
appropriate location. In case there's anything left for me to well ink, this video explains everything related to Crane Zhiyun 2 (I recommend you see it): Crane's conclusion and opinions 2 seem to be that we're not the only ones impressed with the Zhiyun Crane 2 model. On Amazon they give you great scores and great responses, click
here to read them. Everyone says it goes great with their cameras, and you'll see they're no small thing. Some artists he wears the Mark 3 5D, another 7D II mark, and both do perfectly on a professional level. ZHIYUN Crane M2 [Official] Gimbal Stabilizer 3-Axis Handheld All-in-One Covering Daily Events Photograph: Use a compact
camera, mirrorless camera, camera of compact pin design and unique pin lock design to prevent the shaft from swinging. Remove,...--6: Pan Tracking(PF), Full Trace(F), Lock(L), Full Range POV,... We think it's a blast what this stabilizer offers compared to others on the market. It will take a long time for Crane2's performance to match as
its small size, weight and charge are difficult to improve. Of course, there are other large stabilizers that allow for more cargo, and smaller ones with a smaller charger, but Crane 2 has the perfect load-sized-to-weight ratio. In addition, for all the features and accessories included in the price is very cheap if you are going to get professional
performance. If not, there is another Zhiyun stabilizer with very similar features but with less cheaper cargo: Crane Zhiyun Plus. The best Zhiyun Crane/Crane 2/Plus deals if this Zhiyun model isn't what you're looking for, there are other stabilizers of the same brand. It 2, it's currently the brand's flagship, but perhaps you're looking for some
cheap stabilizer with less performance. We leave you a list of crane model offerings. • Product rating price preview 1 ZHIYUN Lever M2 [Official] Handheld Gimbal 3-Axis Stabilizer No Ratings 219.00 EUR Buy on Amazon 2 ZHIYUN WEEBILL S (Newer Version) 3 Hinge Stabilizer Gimbal Handheld for... No ratings 399.00 EUR buy on
Amazon 3 ZHIYUN WEEBILL-S [Official] Gimbal Stabilizer for DSLR Cameras, Mirrorless Cameras... 399.00 EUR Buy on Amazon 4 ZHIYUN CRANE PLUS [Official] Gimbal Handheld Stabilizer No Ratings EUR 319.00 Buy on Amazon 5 Zhiyun Crane-M2 (Upgraded M Crane) Gimbal Stabilizer 3 Hinge compatible with camera... No
ratings for EUR 219.00 buy on Amazon 6 ZHIYUN Crane 2 [Official] Gimbal Handheld Stabilizer for Camera (new firmware available,... No reviews 459.00 EUR buy on Amazon 7 Zhiyun Crane 3 Lab 3-Axis Hand Stabilizer for MIRRORless DSLR Camera, with... No ratings 832.43 EUR buy on Amazon 8 Neewer - double lever for Neewer
M Zhiyun Crane Hand Stabilizer M 3 Axis... No rating is 29.99 EUR buy on Amazon 9 Zhiyun CMF-04 Serego Max Follow Focus with Adjustable Gear Ring Engine Zoom... No ratings 105.00 EUR buy in Amazon Summary 1 2 Table of Contents 3 4 5 6 7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 ZY Play *Can't access Google Play,
Please download from the Android Store (click QR code) Download Address Android Store ZY Play for IOS 2.7.8 version iOS 9.0 or higher will be compatible with the following equipment : iPhone XS Max, iPhone XS, iPhone XR, iPhone X, iPhone X, iPhone SE, iPhone 8 additionally, iPhone 8, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone 6s Plus,
iPhone 6s, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6 ZY Play for Android 2.6.6 Android version 5.0 or higher will be compatible with the following equipment: Google Pixel XL Pixel 2 XL, Pixel 2, Pixel, Nexus 6P, Nexus 6, Nexus 5X Samsung Galaxy S9 Plus , Galaxy S9, Galaxy S8 Plus, Galaxy S8, Galaxy Note 8 Huawei P9, P20 Pro, P10 Plus, P10, Meta
9, Mate 8, Mate 10 Pro, Mate 10 Oneplus 6, 5T, 5, 3T, 3 Xiaomi Redmi Note 4X, Redmi Note 3, MI 6, MI 5s, MI 5, MI 5, MI 4 Lge G6, G5 Smartisan U1 Pro, Nuts Pro 2 Oppo R9s, Find X Vivo X7 , NEX* support list of this device will continue to be updated. **Functions are not available on all devices. ZY Play * Can't access Google Play,
use Android Store download (Android Store download address) Download Address Android Store ZY Play for IOS 2.7.8 version iOS 9.0 or higher to be compatible with the following PDOs: iPhone XS Max, iPhone XS, iPhone XR, iPhone XR, iPhone X, iPhone SE, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone 8, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone
6s , iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6 ZY Play for Android 2.6.6 version 5.0 or higher will be compatible with the following devices: Google Pixel XL, Pixel 2 XL, Pixel, Pixel, Pixel, Nexus 6P, Nexus 6, Nexus 5X Samsung Galaxy S9 Plus, Galaxy S9, Galaxy S8 Plus, Galaxy S8, Galaxy Note 8 Huawei P9, P20 Pro, P10 Plus, P10, Mate 9, Mate 8,
Mate 10 Pro Mate 10 Oneplus 6, 5T, 5, 3T, 3 Xiaomi Redmi Note 4X, Redmi Note 3, MI 6, MI 5s, MI 5, MI 5, MI 4 Lge G6, G5 Smartisan U1 Pro, Nuts Pro 2 Oppo R9s, Find X Vivo X7, NEX* This list of compatible equipment will be continuously updated. ** Features are not available on all devices. After we've tried Crane Zhiyun 2 we can
only say one thing: amazing. Jion put the gold medal with that trimming. This stabilizer is designed for PRO and Mirrorless reflex cameras. Crane Zhiyun 2 precedes others and can withstand more weight than the competition and many other benefits. Without an extra day, we find out why it seems to us to be one of the best options for any
video enthusiast. Comments. Features from Crane Zhiyun 2 here are the features that make this gimbal one of the best stabilizers and also compatible with the best camera brands. Follow Focus: This is the main feature of Crane 2. This includes a real-time tracking focus wheel. This is caused by the camera's wired connection. Also,
Serous Follow Focus, Max is now included. 3.2 load charger: This means it can withstand cameras up to 3.2 each which includes all PRO reflex cameras. Zhiyun Optimal Operation recommends using cameras from 500gr. Increasing the possible load is due to Instune's algorithms that increase engine torque by 50%. Noise is reduced by
20%: not only do engines have more power, but they also reduce the noise they make. Impressive.With parallel control of 3 MCU (32-bit/u) Crane's response speed 2 is improved by 100%. This allows you to respond to the slightest vibration of the hand. It features an intuitive OLED display that shows us the connection status information,
the remaining battery, and even the aperture, ISO, and shutter speed we use. Although it doesn't match all the cameras, there's no doubt it's CANON EOS compliant. It has speed control dialing to change camera settings with one hand. The standard MANFROTTO quick release panel allows you to quickly assemble and disassemple the
reflex to change your lenses. Balance adjustment is very fast with both guides worn by the stabilizer. Just slowly slide the camera through the guides and in less than a minute you'll have it balanced. The accessory kit includes an aluminum alloy tripod that will allow you to plant the crane 2 for Fantastic shots. His battery lasted up to 18
hours. He's way beyond his younger brother's 12 hours. With these 18 hours of battery life you can shoot at long high power and even charge your mobile if needed. The battery has 6000mA.Se can control crane stabilizer 2 from ZHIYUN M2 crane [official] handheld 3-axis Gimbal stabilizer smartphone application all-in-one covering daily
photo opportunities: use a compact camera, mirrorless camera, compact pin design and unique pin design and lock to prevent the shaft from swinging. Remove,...--6: Pan Tracking(PF), Full Trace(F), Lock(L), Full Range POV,... Crane Stabilizer 2 has several advanced tracking features. We explained them to you. Pan Tracking Mode
(PF): This mode is used for precise scrolling scrolling. That's why the camera will only move horizontally and the other tosses will lock. Lock mode (L): This will make the camera always point in one direction. Even if we move the stabilizer, the camera points in the specified direction and does not track the movements. Manual mode: Allows
you to control your camera with the built-in joystick or through the app. Reverse mode: Videos can be made with the in reverse of the trimble. This allows you to take the shots to get in and continue with the placed camera. Thus, the camera must be placed in the appropriate location. In case there's anything left for me to well ink, this video
explains everything related to Crane Zhiyun 2 (I recommend you see it): Crane's conclusion and opinions 2 seem to be that we're not the only ones impressed with the Zhiyun Crane 2 model. On Amazon they give you great scores and great responses, click here to read them. Everyone says it goes great with their cameras, and you'll see
they're no small thing. Some artists he wears the Mark 3 5D, another 7D II mark, and both do perfectly on a professional level. ZHIYUN Crane M2 [Official] Gimbal Stabilizer 3-Axis Handheld All-in-One Covering Daily Events Photograph: Use a compact camera, mirrorless camera, camera of compact pin design and unique pin lock design
to prevent the shaft from swinging. Remove,...--6: Pan Tracking(PF), Full Trace(F), Lock(L), Full Range POV,... We think it's a blast what this stabilizer offers compared to others on the market. It will take a long time for Crane2's performance to match as its small size, weight and charge are difficult to improve. Of course there are other
large stabilizers that allow for more And smaller with less luggage, but Crane 2 has the perfect load ratio from size and weight. In addition, for all the features and accessories included in the price is very cheap if you are going to get professional performance. If not, there is another Zhiyun stabilizer with very similar features but with less
cheaper cargo: Crane Zhiyun Plus. The best Zhiyun Crane/Crane 2/Plus deals if this Zhiyun model isn't what you're looking for, there are other stabilizers of the same brand. This, Crane 2, is currently the brand's flagship, but perhaps you're looking for some cheap stabilizer with less performance. We leave you a list of crane model
offerings. • Product rating price preview 1 ZHIYUN Lever M2 [Official] Handheld Gimbal 3-Axis Stabilizer No Ratings 219.00 EUR Buy on Amazon 2 ZHIYUN WEEBILL S (Newer Version) 3 Hinge Stabilizer Gimbal Handheld for... No ratings 399.00 EUR buy on Amazon 3 ZHIYUN WEEBILL-S [Official] Gimbal Stabilizer for DSLR Cameras,
Mirrorless Cameras... 399.00 EUR Buy on Amazon 4 ZHIYUN CRANE PLUS [Official] Gimbal Handheld Stabilizer No Ratings EUR 319.00 Buy on Amazon 5 Zhiyun Crane-M2 (Upgraded M Crane) Gimbal Stabilizer 3 Hinge compatible with camera... No ratings for EUR 219.00 buy on Amazon 6 ZHIYUN Crane 2 [Official] Gimbal
Handheld Stabilizer for Camera (new firmware available,... No reviews 459.00 EUR buy on Amazon 7 Zhiyun Crane 3 Lab 3-Axis Hand Stabilizer for MIRRORless DSLR Camera, with... No ratings 832.43 EUR buy on Amazon 8 Neewer - double lever for Neewer M Zhiyun Crane Hand Stabilizer M 3 Axis... No rating is 29.99 EUR buy on
Amazon 9 Zhiyun CMF-04 Serego Max Follow Focus with Adjustable Gear Ring Engine Zoom... No ratings 105.00 EUR buy in Amazon summary
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